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Abstract: This article aims to describe the
phenomenon of the sharing and dispersal
of authorship in the new media as essen-
tially belonging to the creative field. The
development of authorship has cultural,
historical and economic impetus, which
has shaped the institution of authorship
for hundreds of years. The revolt against
authorship, originality, everything made
with the author’s own hands, is one of the
features of 20th century art, perfectly
realised in today’s environment of the
Internet and interactive art.
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This article aims to describe the phenomenon
of the shared authorship in the new media as
essentially belonging to the creative field. At
the same time, I will try to show that the de-
velopment of authorship has a cultural, his-
torical and economic impetus that has shaped
the institution of authorship for hundreds of
years. The topicality of the dispersal and col-
lapse of authorship in today�s creative field
of the Web will hopefully become clear as
well. The revolt against authorship, original-
ity, everything made with the author�s own
hands is one of the features of 20th century
art perfectly realised in today�s environment
of the Internet and interactive art.

In order to keep the scope of the discus-
sion from becoming overly broad, this arti-
cle will not examine the open movement of
open software and the practice of collabora-
tive programming. The end of the article il-

lustrates the collective digital work of Esto-
nian art in the 2000s, which could be called
interactive film. This will hopefully offer a
concrete example of the developments in
Estonia that have been relegated to the mar-
gins of art discussions.

First of all, I will describe what has been
said in more detail in my articles �Multi-lo-
cal and immaterial body of an artwork� and
�Creative machinery and indeterminist art
practice�.1  Distributed authorship denotes a
�repackaging� of something treated before,
but my aims include presenting new mate-
rial, new points of view and local emphasis.

I will then determine the authorship forms
shown in previous articles. Firstly, an artist
is the author of rules, principles and combi-
nations that probably result in diverse works;
secondly an artist is a link in the network of
relations, and the �work� could be a network-
related and collective �object�, either soft-
ware or communicative artwork.

As the number of works with distributed
and dispersed authorship in today�s digital
art is immense, the examples are endless. The
current article is limited to three fields of
digital art, three blocks, which we could de-
scribe as (1) sharing authorship with the ani-
mal and plant, (2) interactive projects of par-
ticipatory painting and (3) contemporary forms
of participatory film.

For the sake of establishing background,
I look at Lev Manovich�s opinion of post-
media and post-Net culture, authors and us-
ers as those involved in information shaping
and information behaviour and, secondly, his

1 R. Kelomees, Kunstiteose multilokaalne ja
immateriaalne keha. � Kunstiteaduslikke Uurimusi /
Studies on Art and Architecture 2006, Vol. 15 (1/2),
pp. 63�105; R. Kelomees, Loomemasinad ja
indeterministlik kunstipraktika. � Akadeemia 2007,
no. 4, pp. 699�744.
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attempt to determine the authorship models
of the new media.

The two subdivisions of the article, �Self-
ish memes: imitation as recycling� and �An-
thropological and psychological background
of authorship� are dedicated to an evaluation-
free approach to authorship in the sense that
they focus on the essential significance of
borrowing, recycling and imitation in human
creative practice, as well as on the return of
�new� memes. I will examine Lev Manovi-
ch�s argumentation on the return of the �new�
and about how the �new avant-garde� of the
1990s differs from the �new� of the 1920s.

Another nuance of the topic of recycling
ideas is added by Richard Dawkins�s con-
cept of the meme, which is today itself a kind
of infectious meme. In this context, the word
�imitation� emerges, and it is the enemy of
innovation-eager art. Taking a deeper look
at its meaning, the cultural existence of all
of humanity could be described as imitative.
One aspect of education and upbringing is
imitating and fixing previous experience.

Placing the meme idea into the context of
art discussions hopefully will help to get rid
of the modernist complex of viewing art his-
tory as a range of innovations. Imitation is
the foundation of human cultural existence.
The idea of the meme is essential when chang-
es occur. Here we refer to the Ars Electronica
festival �Memesis� in 1996, which concen-
trated on the Internet as the emerging distri-
bution environment of the meme.

Art ideas as distributing memes are tack-
led in connection with the international art
phenomena that have influenced Estonian art,
as we remember them in the art of the 1960s-
1980s and of the 1990s.

Viewing authorship against the background
of anthropological and psychological factors,
it becomes clear that primitive forms of so-
cial interaction are never totally altruistic.

Offering a gift in traditional societies is an
act that takes place in the context of mutual
expectations, hoping to gain status, rights or
more gifts in return. The programmer who
helps develop a programme for free does so
primarily out of an egoistic desire to have
his skills properly appreciated. In economic
terms, this can be regarded as a non-altruis-
tic interest.

I will also take a brief look at the primary
manifestation of forms of artistic abilities, as
they can be seen in border societies such as
the army and prison. Ilmar Malin�s memoirs
confirm the idea that, in simple societies,
hereditary special abilities place an individ-
ual in a different position from others.

Significant changes in the status and no-
tion of the artist occurred in the 19th century
with the emergence of the institution of exhi-
bitions. Earlier �court� artists who worked for
aristocrats, who saw the artists as their pri-
vate property, were replaced by �exhibition
artists�. I refer here to Oskar Bätschmann, ac-
cording to whom the term �exhibition artist�
was first used in Johann Heinrich Füssli�s let-
ter to his patron William Rosco in 1790.

An author actually consists of several au-
thors, constituting a certain synthesis. For that
reason, I call the contemporary author a �com-
bividual� and a hybrid author, who consists
of combinations of earlier author�s possibili-
ties. �Combividual� is a playful and ironic
term, but accurate in the sense that there is a
lot of talk of the hybrid author and hybrid cul-
ture. I have in mind Ars Electronica in 2005,
which was wholly dedicated to that topic.

The theme of participatory art unites a
number of sub-topics. In post-WW II art, we
can see an increase in participation in two
forms. Firstly, the author�s activity became
a phenomenon worthy of exhibiting. Sec-
ondly, we can speak of participation through
allowing the spectator to participate. The
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viewer�s co-authorship becomes prevalent.
Good examples here are the works of Yves
Klein, Nam June Paik and Valie Export. Mari-
netti�s �Tactilism� (1921) manifesto is men-
tioned, a significant ideological founder of
art based on touch. Physical contact with a
work of art is important in the interactive art
of the 1990s.

The most radical manifestation of author-
ship is total rejection of authorship, as we
see it in conceptual art. In Sol LeWitt�s in-
terpretation, the idea of art was a �machine�,
which means abandoning freedom in the re-
sult that occurred during the process of the
idea becoming art.

In order to illustrate the authorship mod-
els in the new media, I would like to men-
tion projects where authorship is shared with
the animal and plant kingdoms. The exam-
ples are Ken Rinaldo�s �Augmented Fish Real-
ity and Encounters�, Christoph Ebener, Frank
Fietzek and Uli Winters�s �HAMSTER - Sym-
biotic Exchange of Hoarded Energy� (1999),
Garnet Hertz�s �Cockroach Controlled Mo-
bile Robot #2� (2005), Yasushi Matoba/Hi-
roshi Matoba�s project �Micro Friendship�
(1999), Stadtwerkstatt�s installation and ac-
tion Bugrace 99 (1999), Eduaro Kac�s trans-
genic project �Genesis� (1999), Christa Som-
merer & Laurent Mignonneau�s interactive
installations �Interactive Plant Growing�
(1993�1997) and �A-Volve� (1994/95), and
Ken Goldberg�s �TV Garden� (1995-2004).

Interactive participatory paintings, such as
Toshihiro Anzai and Tamio Kihara�s �Mop-
pet� (1997), spatial paintbrush, Young Hay,
Horace Ip, Alex Tang Chi-Chung�s �Body
Brush� (2002), Jackson Pollock�s translating
method into spatial digital painting and Go-
lan Levin�s synesthetic painting projects char-
acterise the territory of digital art that relies
on examples of previous participatory art.

The last part of the article, about the con-

temporary forms of participatory film, tack-
les the Estonian examples of art with shared
authorship. It primarily deals with interac-
tive film, where experimentation has been
going on since 2002. Examples can also be
found in the activity of other Estonian dig-
ital artists in the late 1990s but, in the con-
text of the current article, the younger gen-
eration is perhaps more interesting.
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